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Don't get caught without a paddle...Filled with nearly 100 photos and illustrations, this must-

have guide-written by the foremost paddlesports experts-gives the aspiring canoe or kayak

adventurer everything he or she needs to know before taking the plunge. Inside, discover how

to choose between buying a canoe or a kayak, understand paddling techniques and strokes,

and find out how to plan a trip and choose an outfitter or guide.

“Brigid Kemmerer has woven her compelling heroine into a kinetic tale of the tension between

duty, love and trust.”  �Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times bestselling author of THE LAST

HOURS on DEFY THE NIGHT“Immersive and engaging, Defy the Night is a romantic epic that

blends magic and politics with a deft hand.”  �Adrienne Young, New York Times Bestselling

author of FABLE on DEFY THE NIGHT“Defy the Night is a twisty, edge-of-your-seat fantasy

that has it all--outlaws, court intrigue, rebellions, and romance. Addicting from page one!”  �#1

New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout on DEFY THE NIGHT“A captivating

combination of thrilling adventure, swoon-worthy romance, and royal intrigue, Defy the Night is

everything I crave in a fantasy romance.”  �Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling

author of the Caraval series“Defy the Night has everything you want in a story: a complex,

dangerous world where anyone could be your enemy, a tortured hero, and my personal

favorite: plenty of kissing. This book is unputdownable.”  �Isabel Ibañez, author of WOVEN IN

MOONLIGHT, a William C. Morris award finalist“A high stakes fantasy with heart and originality.

Kemmerer is a master of nuance and political intrigue, and readers will fall in love with her

characters while they race through the pages.”  �Elizabeth Lim, New York Times bestselling

author of SPIN THE DAWN and SO THIS IS LOVE“A breathtaking, tender, and fiercely page-

turning story, Defy the Night has left me thinking and questioning, which is the best thing any

book can do.”  �Mary E. Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of THE REMNANT

CHRONICLES“The multifaceted cast of characters sparkles. . . . A foreboding twist on the tale

of Robin Hood, Defy the Night is a promising series debut.”  �Foreword Reviews, starred

review“The slow-burn romance--between an idealist with straightforward moral beliefs and a

pragmatist trapped by duty--will keep the pages turning, as will the scheming of the king's

consuls and the rebellion brewing in the background . . . . The personal and the political

intertwine in this engaging series opener.”  �Kirkus Reviews“Kemmerer employs dual narration

with a deft hand. . . . a page-turning read.”  �BCCB“Defy the Night hits the ground running and

never slows down. . . . Brigid Kemmerer takes readers on a breakneck journey about power,

deceit and the price of progress. . . . Thoughtful, multifaceted and truly character-driven, Defy

the Night is ultimately a hopeful story that shows how those who dare to envision a better

future also have the power to make it a reality.”  �BookpageAbout the AuthorBrigid Kemmerer is

the author of the New York Times bestselling Cursebreaker series, which includes A Curse So

Dark and Lonely, A Heart So Fierce and Broken, and A Vow So Bold and Deadly. She has also

written the contemporary young adult romances Call It What You Want, More Than We Can

Tell, and Letters to the Lost, as well as paranormal young adult stories, including the Elemental

series and Thicker Than Water. A full-time writer, Brigid lives in the Baltimore area with her

family.brigidkemmerer.com@BrigidKemmerer
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DouglassForewordImagine the quiet hiss of your canoe’s bow cleaving the mirror-smooth

surface of a remote northern lake at the end of a perfect day, the only other sound the wild

laughter of a loon flitting away into the twilight. Feel the rise and fall of the sea, almost like

breathing, as you skirt the shore of a lush island. Dance—there is no better word for it—in the

twisting currents as you descend through a spray-filled rapid. Imagine? You don’t have to

imagine, you can experience it first-hand with the skills you’ll quickly learn in these pages.The

world of paddling, whether you choose a canoe or a kayak, is a very large world indeed. You

can cross oceans (it’s been done) or poke around the lily pads in a small pond. You can

venture out into the wilderness carrying all your possessions, or find close to home paddling

adventures with your friends and family. You can paddle your canoe or kayak for recreation,

competition, or exercise. Or, you can say “I’m a fisherman, I’m a photographer, I’m a …” and

use your canoe or kayak as the vehicle that carries you deeper into your own endeavor. All this

with boats that don’t cost a fortune, that can be stored in your back yard, and that can be easily

carried to water anywhere.Canoes and kayaks are easy to paddle. They’re safe. And they are

just plain flat-out fun!Complete Idiot’s Guides serve you up the cream, the vital core, without

swamping you in detail. This one is no exception. You’ll find all the important topics, arranged in

a logical sequence so that each leads you effortlessly to the next. You’ll discover the essential

differences between a canoe and a kayak (along with the advantages of each), practice getting

in and on board each, and learn the paddle strokes that will propel you efficiently along your

desired path. You’ll acquire the basics of cruising down a river or across a bay. Most important,

you’ll learn how to do all these things safely. What should you wear (or not wear)? What’s a

guided trip? How can you plan an extended trip? Are you up for paddling with children? Page

by page, here’s the info you need to answer those questions for yourself. You’ll paddle this

course swiftly, gracefully, and with style. That’s the whole point of the Complete Idiot’s Guides—

to put the information you need in your hands as easily and enjoyably as possible.Is everything

there is to know about paddling contained in these pages? Not by a long shot! It covers the

basics, enough to get you out on the water safely. That’s enough for some folks. If you’re like

me, and want more, check out some of the resources listed at the end of this book. From

casual cruising to high-adrenalin competition, from conservation to boat construction, there’s a

welcoming harbor in the paddling world beckoning your particular interests. Come, launch your

canoe or kayak, and let’s go discover it. Let’s go paddling!—Glen Bernard, Publisher, Canoe &

Kayak MagazineGlen Bernard, publisher of Canoe & Kayak Magazine, has been a leading

paddlesports industry figure since joining Canoe & Kayak in 1986. Since then he has been

dedicated to responsibly promoting and growing the sport while working toward preserving

paddling resources for future generations. Glen has 26 years of publishing and marketing

experience and has been a paddler for more than 30 years. He’s married and lives just 3

minutes from the local put-in in the Seattle area. His 11-year-old daughter and 7-year-old son

have been in boats their entire lives. Glen’s boat quiver consists of 2 touring kayaks, 2 canoes,

a white-water kayak, a wave ski, 2 sit-on-tops, a rec boat and an inflatable kayak. When not

paddling throughout the Northwest, he enjoys skiing, hiking, camping, and

photography.IntroductionThe basic skills of paddling a canoe or kayak are about the simplest

thing imaginable to learn. Within five minutes of picking up a paddle, most of us can splash



around more or less in the direction we want to go. We can also spend a lifetime exploring the

nuances and subtleties of making our canoe or kayak glide elegantly and efficiently through the

water.The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Canoeing and Kayaking is your guide to getting into your

canoe or kayak for the first time, and starting on the voyage to becoming an expert paddler. We

lay the keel (boating talk for the first step in building a boat) with the essential difference

between a kayak and a canoe. You’ll see why canoes and kayaks come in all those shapes,

and what shapes work better for paddling on rivers or paddling on lakes, bays, and oceans.

Along the way, you’ll discover what kind of paddle will work best for you, as well as how to

dress yourself and your boat for success in the paddling world.By the time you turn the last

page of this book, you’ll have a good grasp of the paddling skills you need to move your canoe

or kayak in the direction you want, easily and efficiently. You’ll also discover the techniques

you’ll need for paddling rivers or on flatwater, where you can hone your paddling skills, what

you really have to know about guided trips, and even how fun it can be paddling with

children.You don’t have to read every chapter to make this book useful. If you only want to

paddle a cruising kayak, just skim through the parts on canoes. Truth be known, most who

paddle one also enjoy paddling the other, but take your time and savor those parts of the

paddling experience that most appeal to you. Just don’t dismiss the others out of hand.We’ve

organized this book so that you can easily locate the information you want—and need—

whether you’re just figuring out how to get into a canoe or kayak for the first time, or want to

learn how to plan a voyage down a river or along a distant coastline. We’ve done our best to

make paddling jargon understandable, to warn you about the hazards, and to pass along the

little tips and tricks that have made our paddling easier over the years.Canoeing and kayaking

are as easy as they look, and a skilled paddler makes them look very easy indeed. First, learn

the basic strokes. Explore how to combine strokes to maneuver your canoe or kayak. Discover

how to adapt your maneuvers to the conditions you encounter. It becomes a combination of

easily learned techniques leavened with common sense and the willingness to enjoy a new

experience.You shouldn’t paddle alone. That’s just common-sense safety. Paddling with more

experienced fellow club members, in a school or class, or in the wake of a professional guide

(all things you’ll read about in these pages) will also enable you to practice your paddling skills

and techniques and to develop those skills much, much faster. You’ll have more fun paddling,

you’ll have more fun learning, and, in your time off the water, I hope you’ll have fun reading this

book.This book is the put-in (paddling talk for the place that you launch your canoe or kayak

into the water) to help you …• Learn the difference between a canoe and a kayak, and learn

the characteristics of each that allow them to perform so well on rivers and on lakes and salt

water.• Discover the accessories and equipment you should have, both for you and for your

canoe or kayak, to increase your pleasure and safety while out on the water.• Learn the basic

paddle strokes that enable you to efficiently propel and precisely maneuver your canoe.•

Practice the techniques of getting in (and out of) your canoe or kayak.• Discover the rhythm of

paddling your canoe or kayak down a river, while understanding the techniques that make river-

paddling fun and safe.• Explore the delights of cruising a canoe or a kayak on lakes, bays, and

the ocean itself, while examining the skills you need to paddle in wind, waves, and currents (as

well as how to extricate yourself from challenging situations).• Consider the options you have in

honing your basic canoeing and kayaking skills, ranging from paddling with fellow club

members to elite paddling schools.• How to share the fun while paddling with the world’s

greatest paddlers—kids.• Build the very kayak or canoe that you dream about.How to Use This

BookThe Complete Idiot’s Guide to Canoeing and Kayaking portages all the information you

need to get started in canoeing or kayaking right to your launching site. Read this book to learn



the basics, and then take it with you as you explore the amazing variety of paddling

experiences opening to you all across North America. The important details are covered in six

parts:Part 1, “Let’s Go Paddling,” opens up the wonderful world of paddling, from family picnics

to high-adrenalin competition. It walks you through the differences between canoes and kayaks

as well as the differences between a river boat and a flatwater boat (who ever thought to call

the ocean flat water?), and you’ll begin to see just why certain canoes and kayaks work better

in certain kinds of paddling environments. You’ll also see the materials canoes and kayaks are

made from, and perhaps why one is the best for you.Part 2, “You and Your Paddle,” brings you

up close and personal to the transmission, the wheels, the brakes, and the steering in your

canoe or kayak. We’ll unlock the mystery of how you can find a paddle that fits you, your

paddling, and your boat. You’ll see why paddles come in so many shapes and lengths, and will

learn how to find the one that will work best for you.Part 3, “Gearing Up,” reviews the

accessories and gear you need for your canoe or your kayak, from mooring lines (called

painters) to flotation bags (that keep a swamped boat afloat). You’ll examine the gear you really

need, and why. You’ll also try on the clothing that will make your day on the water a lot more

comfortable, whether you’ll be drifting along a tropical beach or swooping down a chilly river.

The most important piece of gear for your canoe or kayak is your life jacket, your personal

flotation device (PFD), and you’ll learn what you want to have and what you must carry.Part 4,

“At the Water’s Edge,” takes your canoe or kayak out of the backyard and puts it in the water

where it belongs. You’ll practice getting into and out of your canoe or kayak on the beach

(sometimes your boat should point straight out from the beach, and sometimes be parallel to

the water’s edge). Once in your canoe or kayak, we’ll share the basic paddle strokes that move

you ahead, backward, will turn you, or will move you directly to the side.Part 5, “On the Water,”

puts you, the paddling skills you’ve learned, and your boat on the water. Whether you paddle a

canoe or a kayak, you’ll discover how to make your new-found skills work as we head down a

river. You’ll learn to watch the marks of the current, and discover how to safely move down the

ever-exciting and changing world of the river. Then we’ll move over to flatwater—lakes, ponds,

bays, and the broad reaches of the ocean. You’ll find the techniques you’ll need for paddling in

wind, waves, and currents, and to predict the state of the tide and the speed of currents.Part 6,

“Go Paddling,” shares the nitty-gritty on buffing up your paddling skills and expanding your

paddling horizons. You’ll discover the great range of paddling instruction available to you, from

basic to post-graduate. You’ll enjoy the luxury of a guided trip in the waters as well as the off-

water fun of planning your own voyage. Share the fun as well as ease the strangeness of a day

on the water with young children. And, not the least, on your days away from the water, explore

your options in building the canoe or kayak of your dreams.ExtrasSometimes the best

information comes in little pieces, a flash that resonated with what you’ve been thinking or what

you’ve been wondering about. Just the facts, stripped to their bare bones. The Complete Idiot’s

Guide to Canoeing and Kayaking comes through with plenty of these little bite-sized nuggets

that both satisfy your taste for knowledge and whet your appetite for more study. Look for these

compact, easy-to-find, and easy-to-read tips throughout the book:In the WakeEveryone has an

unlabeled drawer in the kitchen where all the miscellaneous stuff that you just can’t live without

and yet can’t find a logical place to put gets stored. In these pages, In the Wake is that drawer,

and the hints and tips come from all over the paddling spectrum.Rocks and ShoalsThere are

hazards when you go out on the water with your paddle in your hands. Rocks and Shoals, the

ancient hazards facing all who are afloat, tell you exactly what to watch for when a situation

can turn nasty or challenging.The Old Paddler SaysLook for the Old Paddler to pass along the

tips and advice that make canoeing or kayaking easier, safer, or just plain more fun. Some will



make you a better canoeist or kayaker, some will prevent you from heading into bad water, and

some will show you different ways to approach the task at hand.Paddlin’ TalkThese are the

canoeing and kayaking terms that precisely and exactly illuminate the language of the river and

the sea. Read them, and you’ll understand what the paddle-wielders are talking about on the

beach.AcknowledgmentsThere are many slips between the thought and the word. Jennifer

Moore’s patient and unerring eye picked up the lapses, the inadvertent transpositions, and the

trains of thought gone astray and carefully redirected all back on track. Everyone should have

the good fortune to work with an editor like her. Any mistakes herein are simply those I

managed to slip by her, and I take full responsibility for them.Almost every person I have met

with a paddle in his or her hand gave me bits of information appearing in these pages. The

foundation for all of it came from paddling master Werner Furrer who insisted that the single

most important part of paddling was to have fun while doing it. That’s a fine, fine thought to

paddle by.TrademarksAll terms mentioned in this book that are known to be or are suspected

of being trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized. Alpha Books and

Penguin Group (USA) Inc. cannot attest to the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in

this book should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.Part

1Let’s Go PaddlingHelp! Kayaks and canoes, rivers and flatwater, solo paddling and tandem,

competition and relaxation. With all these choices, where do you find out what canoe or kayak

is best for you?Right here! Part 1 offers you a look across the wide, wide world of paddling.

You’ll learn the difference between a canoe and a kayak, between a river boat and a flatwater

boat (who ever thought to call the ocean flat water?), and you’ll begin to see just why certain

canoes and certain kayaks work better in certain kinds of paddling environments. We’ll also

look at the materials canoes and kayaks are made from, and perhaps why one is the best for

you.Will we tell you what canoe or kayak to buy? Nope. But we will lay out the guidelines so

that you can make a better informed decision when choosing your favorite boat.Chapter 1Just

What Is Paddlesports?In This Chapter• Exploring your paddlesports options• The ins and outs

of kayaks and canoes• Discovering the thrill of competition• Adapting your boat to your

hobbyPaddlesports is an umbrella term, a word used to describe a huge range of activities

involving canoes and kayaks. It’s a name big enough to encompass international kayaking and

canoeing competitions and Sunday afternoon lolls on the lake. It’s searching for a safe beach

on a surf-battered remote Arctic Island, cavorting down a whitewater river, and bobbing just off

the surf line in a search of red snapper.Getting a Handle on PaddlesportsPaddlesports can

also mean spending the morning teaching a kid the discipline involved in commanding a

touring kayak, and then taking the afternoon to daydream on a quiet float on a winding river to

get away from all that discipline and responsibility.Paddlin’ TalkPaddlesports is the recreational

use and enjoyment of canoeing and kayaking.You can work on your physical conditioning as

you power ahead with a high stroke-per-minute paddle stroke, or you can work on your mental

well-being by contemplating the oranges and reds of a sunset filtering through high-rise

buildings and splashed on an urban lake. You don’t have to be in the wilderness to enjoy

paddlesports.There are boats for every level of ability, and for people with any combination of

abilities. You can sail or paddle. You can sit, kneel, or stand. You can be the captain, cook, and

crew of your own solo vessel, or you can work as a carefully meshed member of a smoothly

synchronized team. Canoes and kayaks are truly the people’s yachts.The line between canoe

and kayak blurs as their forms are shaped by their functions. For practical purposes, a kayak is

a vessel that you sit in or upon and propel yourself with a double-bladed paddle—a paddle with

a blade on each end. A canoe is a vessel in which you sit, kneel, or stand, and propel yourself

with a single-bladed paddle or a pole. Either can be propelled by sail.Not only are they boats



that can serve multiple purposes, canoes and kayaks can also morph from one to the other to

increase their flexibility.The Clean, Green Low-Impact SportThe wake trailing out behind your

canoe or kayak dissipates in seconds, the small waves vanish in the surface, and even the

sounds of water drops falling from your paddle are inaudible just a few feet away. You leave no

mark—not even footsteps—of your passing. In a world with increasing population and

decreasing recreational outlets, that’s a major benefit.In the WakePaddlesports competitions

usually take place on existing waters, though a few artificial venues have cropped up. The

Olympic slalom course in Barcelona, Spain, was built for competition. For the Atlanta Olympics,

a slalom course was constructed in a usually dry river channel. Other artificial courses have

been built at Wausau, Wisconsin; Washington, D.C.; and South Bend, Indiana.Paddlesports

requires little in the way of facilities. A path down to a narrow beach launches voyages on

rivers, lakes, or oceans.You don’t use up a waterway by paddling over it. You don’t beat down a

groove in a lake, in a river, or in the ocean in your passage. You don’t swill down gallons of fuel

every hour and spew out its fumes as you enjoy the beauty of a river. (The peanut-butter

sandwiches you eat to give yourself energy don’t count—they are made from totally renewable

resources.)Canoes and kayaks are, admittedly, manufactured items. So are paddles and PFDs,

the life jackets all paddlers must wear. But compared to almost any other activity that recreates

and refreshes us, the equipment of the paddler is minimal. Canoes have long been called the

people’s yacht, because they are within the financial reach of the vast majority of us. A canoe

costs less than a mid-range bicycle, costs less than a lot of snow skis, and comes without the

on-going burden of expensive lift tickets. With even just a smidgen of care and maintenance,

the usable life of a canoe or kayak can stretch over generations of paddlers. Even plastic,

popular in so many hulls, is recyclable.If you paddle, you’re going to be healthier. Your heart will

be more alive, and your blood will run freer in your veins. You’ll discover that stress and a

paddle are not compatible, and that the paddle will win every time. You’ll breathe easier, and

you’ll be less susceptible to colds and other bugs. Maybe you’ll see a huge improvement, or

maybe it will be miniscule, but it will be there. If you want a more scientific approach, talk to

your doctor about the benefits of light-to-moderate exercise, and you’ll get an earful. We also

know that those without sight, those with twisted bodies or injuries that deprive them of full

mobility, and those who disease has slowed find the comfort of a canoe or kayak most

enjoyable.Oh, one more thing: The paddlers we know tend to smile far more than those

nonpaddlers we know.The Old Paddler SaysJoin a paddling club first off. You’ll find good used

boats and paddling gear as well as the knowledge of how to evaluate the state of repair.Fun for

the Whole FamilyCanoeing and kayaking are a great solo sport. You can go by yourself.

Common sense and Mother Nature strongly advise that you paddle in a group of at least three

boats, but with the active nature of paddling clubs all across North America, the only time you

won’t find two friends to paddle with will be during the winter solstice on the shores of the

Great Slave Lake; the ice is a little thick. But you will find a friendly gathering around a warm

stove to discuss trips after the ice breaks up, the merits of new equipment, and the advantages

of a just-learned stroke.Paddling is great for a pair. On the most basic level, it gives you

company in the boat, to share the sights and savor the day. Learning to paddle in unison,

anticipating the moves and power of your partner, tremendously increases the pleasure of a

day’s paddle onRocks and ShoalsRemember the 20/20 rule of paddling: If the temperature is

below 20°F or the wind is over 20 mph, stay ashore.flatwater or down a river. It’s like dancing,

only with a paddle in your hand. At the same time, it enables people of different fitness and skill

levels to share a sport together. No one is left behind, no one has to wait: Both ends of the boat

arrive at your destination at just about the same time.Children start out as great boaters. We



know families (admittedly, the folks were outstanding paddlers before they had their first child)

who rocked their pretoddlers to sleep in the easy motion of a canoe on protected waters. A

three-year-old loves to splash at the water with a paddle sized to fit him or her. The inside of a

canoe or touring kayak is perfect for driving toy cars or coloring, for stories and songs, and

watching for birds. A boat is an exciting way to embark on a two-hour voyage after pirates, to

sneak up on a turtle, to impart a little bit of paddling skill and technique while exchanging a

broad range of confidences and concepts across the generations. A child can venture into what

he or she perceives as an adult world (with adult responsibilities) with a single dip of a paddle—

and at the same time remain safe within a harbor of family and childhood.Paddlin’ TalkWhen

paddlers talk about flatwater, they mean water without rapids, such as a slow-moving river, a

lake, or a sheltered bay. It’s also sometimes flat water (two words).Rocks and ShoalsFor some

unknown reason, the dominant (or louder) person in any pair likes to jump in the rear seat of a

canoe or kayak on the river and then bellow orders. The paddler in the front, on a river, controls

where the boat goes.Your canoe or kayak is a magic carpet that can move you across time,

enabling you to share in the world of your children, and giving both of you a new vocabulary

with which to communicate. In your house, in your child’s school, communication is from the

authority of an adult. In a canoe, communication morphs into conversation.High-Level

Competition for the Adrenalin SetDoes pushing “the wall” with your muscles and maxing your

cardiovascular system ring your bell? Is crashing through the finish line the meat and potatoes

of your existence? Then grab a paddle and come on, because canoeing and kayaking kick out

every imaginable level of competition in a range of venues unparalleled in any other

sport.Dragon boats push the envelope of what most people think of as a canoe. They’re big—

as long as a city bus—and with 20 paddlers, a steersman, and a drummer for cadence, they’re

fast enough to tow a water skier. In the fourth century B.C.E., a Chinese poet and scholar

named Qu Yuan became so angry over rampant corruption within the Chu Dynasty that he

threw himself into the Mi Lo River. Local fishermen saw the beloved poet sinking and paddled

furiously from shore in an unsuccessful attempt to save him. That incident inspired top-level

Dragon-boat competitions in Hong Kong, Vancouver (Canada), New York, London, Cape Town,

and Wellington (New Zealand) as well as in almost every city with a stretch of water long

enough for the race. Dragons race in assigned lanes from 250 to 1,000 meters, with races

lasting anywhere from three to six minutes, and first to the finish line wins the heat. It’s more

than likely the fastest-growing water-sports competition around the globe. Sweden alone has

nearly 500 teams.Needle-thin and wicked-fast sprint canoes and kayaks, solo to four paddlers,

rocket down lanes on a flatwater course. Men compete in single and double canoes and

kayaks at distances of 500 and 1,000 meters and in four-man kayaks at 1,000 meters. Women

compete in single, double, and four-woman kayaks at 500 meters. Single kayaks are 17 feet

long and weigh only 26.4 pounds. The four-person kayaks stretch out 36 feet and weigh 66

pounds.In the WakeFlatwater sprint racing was introduced into the Olympics in the 1924

Games. The XI Olympiad, in Berlin in 1936, saw classes for one- and two-person folding

kayaks, one- and two-person rigid kayaks, and solo Canadian canoe.The Old Paddler SaysIn

early June 1790, during his epic exploration of the West Coast of North America, Captain

George Vancouver watched sprint canoe races on what is now known as Puget Sound. The

Captain and his men watched, amazed, as crews of eight Native American youths competed in

45- to 50-foot canoes hewn out of individual cedar logs. Similar races, and ceremonial visits

between the coast tribal communities, continue to the present day.How fierce can the

competition get?Imagine a series of 25 narrow gates suspended over a foaming whitewater

river, snaking along a convoluted 300- to 600-meter course that severely tests the skills of any



paddler attempting to pass through each in sequence without so much as a touch. That’s

whitewater slalom, occasionally included in the Olympic Games, with a huge international

following and a closely fought World Championship decided by World-Cup races held around

the world. It is very similar to the snow ski slalom races you’ve seen on television, other than

that the route through the gates is far more complex. Some of the gates must be passed

through heading downstream, while others must be looped around and run heading back

upstream. All the while racers battle the clock.Wildwater racing is an all-out three- to five-mile

sprint down a rapid-filled river. The goal is to find the fastest foot-and-a-half-wide strip of river

current leading through each rapid, to stay on that ribbon, and to drive the boat as fast as

muscles will allow.Marathons take grueling to an entirely new level. These solo and tandem

open canoe races, run in ultra-sleek competition cruisers, often extend from 5 to 15 miles on

river and occasional flatwater courses. A typical race is between one and three hours long.

Some races can extend over hundreds of miles, taking days to complete. Portages are just part

of the course, with the canoes carried at a run. Many of the races (held in 50-odd countries and

on every continent except Antarctica) begin with an exciting LeMans start, in which the

paddlers hoist their boats up over their heads and run through city streets on their way to the

first put-in.Outrigger canoe racing attracts solo paddlers as well as teams of up to eight

paddlers, both men and women. An outrigger canoe is made of three pieces: the main hull

itself in which the paddlers sit; the akas, or crosspieces, extending out from the hull on one or

both sides of the main hull; and the amas, or secondary hulls, providing stability. The outriggers

may sprint at pulse-building paddle cadences over short distances on a sheltered lake, or may

settle down into a muscle-tormenting 30 miles or more open-ocean crossing between tropical

islands. The races, built on the long tradition of Polynesian sea paddling, are very popular from

the West Coast of North America to all across the island-dotted Pacific to Australia and New

Zealand.The Old Paddler SaysOne of the most famous of the big outrigger races is across the

wave-swept 30-mile-wide Molokai Channel in Hawaii. If you question the seaworthiness of

canoes, reflect on that long open ocean crossing.Closely allied to outrigger racing are the

needle-slim surf skis rocketing across the open ocean as well as on furious sprints in more

protected waters. Surf skis are long, 19 feet and more, and are barely hip-width wide. Shallow

divots hold your fanny and heels. While most of these marine rockets are for single paddlers,

tandems and up to four-paddler models also exist. They are exceedingly popular all over the

world.Surf skis go best in the long waves of the open ocean while wave skis are built for the

foam and crash of breaking surf. Confusing as the names may be, that’s just the way it is. Think

of a wave ski as an eight-foot-long pumpkinseed, with a divot for your fanny, and toestraps for

your feet. These solo kayaks play like traditional board surfers within the curl of the waves

crashing onto exposed beaches, with even more control and moves than the stand-up surfers.

They’re sometimes called “butt-boarders” because of their sit-down style. Judges grade their

performance on the difficulty, grace, and duration of the tricks they perform on their wild ride

into the beach. Surf kayaks are sit-inside versions of wave skis.Rodeo kayakers are minimal-

flotation river versions of wave skis. The paddler gyrates through loops, spins, and on-end

stands during a timed ride in a single hole on a whitewater river. A boater may spin in a lazy

pirouette balanced on the tip of a bow, only to plunge deep underwater to bounce off currents

and explode back to the surface a half minute or more away.Freestyle canoeing is like ice

dancing on water. Its graceful moves are timed to beautiful music. This is a flatwater

competition, in which spins, glides, and turns are performed to the notes floating over the

lake.You don’t even need a paddle to compete in paddlesports! Polers stand up in their open

canoes, using canoe-length poles to precisely move themselves up and down whitewater



rapids. Poling off the bottom has been a canoe technique since the first paddler had to head

upstream. Today’s poling competitors quickly and precisely move themselves in a battle against

the clock, one competitor on the course at a time.If you just want to lean back without the effort

of paddling, canoe sailing is a long-established sport with its own regional and national

champions. Canoe sailing regattas are like any other sailing competitions, with upwind and

downwind legs, and all boats on the course during the race. It evolves into a taut battle of

strategies, snagging each puff of wind.The Old Paddler SaysDr. Hannes Lindemann sailed his

Klepper folding kayak across the Atlantic Ocean. The astounding voyage of this great

humanitarian is told in Alone at Sea, (Menasha Ridge Press, 1999).The racing styles listed

here are just the beginning of the formalized competitive world of canoe and kayak competition.

Touring kayaks, definitely not designed to a single rigid standard, race over a stunning variety

of distances. We’ve caromed down snow-covered slopes in open aluminum canoes, attempting

to skid across a pool of half-melted snow water at the bottom. Some made it; some slewed to

the side and waded out. We recollect a sit-on-top “race” in which paddlers merely carefully

paddled out 50 meters or so from a dock, around a buoy, and returned. The competitive side

came on each lap, as you added yet another square flotation cushion to your seat. It took about

seven laps before the last paddler, and winner, flopped over.Great Exercise, Lily-Dipping

LeisureThe paddler out to cover miles in the gray early-morning light is a common sight on

many shorelines. Expanding rings of ripples mark each paddle stroke and a long vee of wake

stretches back from the stern to mark direction and distance.Rocks and ShoalsMost paddling

injuries come about because of improper technique. A paddler may, for instance, improperly lift

his arms well above his head while doing a high brace, and the leverage inflicted may painfully

twist or even damage a shoulder joint. Learn to do the strokes properly to avoid injury.The Old

Paddler SaysA few years back, Canoe & Kayak Magazine loaded up its 26-foot voyageur

canoe with marathon and Olympic sprint paddlers and, with all that horsepower, towed a water

skier around an urban lake near its office.In the WakeThe popular hydration packs, used by

runners, cyclists, and other endurance athletes, came from outrigger canoe racing. You just

can’t put down a paddle and grab a water bottle, as much as you need to, when you’re part of a

synchronized team keeping a boat moving for hours and miles. But you can suck on a tube for

water.It’s an interior voyage, more involved with the sound of blood flowing through arteries and

the flex and lubrication of muscles growing stronger. The paddler returns from the morning

workout wet with sweat—that was part of the purpose—but at the same time, physically and

mentally rejuvenated. Paddling defines low-impact exercise. You don’t stress joints or muscles.

By merely slacking off on the paddle cadence, you can rest as you choose.Most paddlers will

find that their arms and torsos will tire long before they achieve an anaerobic exercise level,

and that’s for the good. If you want, or believe you need, to bulk up your muscle mass, then

paddle with a large blade. That’s exactly like using heavy weights, or turning the exercise

machine up to a high number. If you want to tone up your cardio-vascular system with little

stress on your joints, paddle with a small blade.How much energy will you burn paddling? A

better question is to ask how much energy you’re going to throw into the paddling mix. In either

case, the answer is strictly up to you. As a rule of thumb, eat (an energy bar is fine) before you

are hungry, and drink before you get thirsty. By the time you feel hunger or thirst, you’re already

well into food or water debt.Lily-dipping refers to the paddler(s) preferring to poke along the

edges of the lily pads in a smallish pond. It is low-energy, short-distance, high-fun paddling, as

often as not with a ukulele and a picnic hamper. You can launch your canoe on Monday for two

hours of sweaty exercise, and launch again on Tuesday afternoon for a friendly drift across a

mirror-smooth pond. Same boat, same paddle.The Ultimate Fishing MachineYour basic canoe



or kayak is among the most versatile craft ever created. Whether sailing, hauling cargo, playing

in white water, racing long distance, traveling to the remote corners of the world … these

amazingly efficient small boats can do it all with a crew ranging from a solo paddler up into the

dozens. What’s even better is that each can be modified into a specialty machine that serves

your particular needs to a tee.Rocks and ShoalsConsider renting a canoe or kayak your first

few times on the water, and wangle rides with more experienced paddlers in your club to

experience the widest range of boats possible. That will help channel you in the right direction

when you purchase your first boat. A used boat from a fellow club member can be a smart buy,

especially since you’ll have the chance to see it perform in your own paddling waters.Take

fishing, for example. If you’ve limited yourself to partyboat charters, you go where others want

to go on their schedules and with a fairly hefty outlay of cash every time you head out for a few

hours of fishing. And that’s fishing shoulder to shoulder on a crowded deck, by and large with

heavy gear more suited to winching fish out of the depths rather than to a contest between fish

and fisherman.Instead, consider a sit-on-top kayak. The boat will probably cost you less than a

few trips on a partyboat. Lash a watertight hamper for fishing gear onto the rear deck, mount

fishing rod holders on each side, add in a self-contained fishfinder/depthfinder for checking out

bottom structure, and fasten a fish box or bucket on the fore deck ahead of your feet. Install a

cleat on each gunwale (side of the boat) at the mid-point to secure a small sea anchor. A sea

anchor looks like a small parachute, and it floats just under the surface of the water. It will hold

you in one place on the water, despite the wind. A cell phone in a waterproof housing ($20 or

less for the housing) keeps you in contact with the world.With this simple rig you can launch off

almost any beach, paddle to great near-shore fishing grounds, and come and go as you

please. You’re not subject to the schedule of other passengers or a paid skipper and

boat.Rocks and ShoalsRemember the fish box! Dropping a few pounds of slimy fish into your

cockpit when you’re wearing shorts is a delight you can afford to pass up.That’s about as close

to the ideal fishing machine as you’re likely to find. It will work in salt water, sneaking through

freshwater lily pads after bass, or slipping down a stream after salmon.If birding or its cousin

wildlife photography is your bag, look at a beamy—wide—canoe. A wide canoe will be more

stable than a narrow one, and is a better camera platform. Lash together a simple framework

over the open hull and cover it with a mesh camouflage fabric and you have a portable,

comfortable hide. You can drift up amazingly close to most animals (know the law, some, like

whales, you’re not supposed to approach too closely) for great photos.These are but a few

examples out of a million possibilities. If your second hobby (we assume the first is paddling!) is

concentrated in or around the water, you can modify your canoe or kayak to carry you to

participate in it. Woodworking? Build a boat. Sewing? Paddle jackets, spray covers, or tents.

Cooking? You’ll be invited on every overnight trip within 100 miles of your home. Just assemble

a lightweight, portable kitchen that will stow in a boat and you have it made. Painting? Jokes

about water-colors aside, think of the plein aire (outside in the real world) vista you may

capture along any shore.The Least You Need to Know• Canoes and kayaks offer an incredible

amount of paddling variety—and your pleasure is among the choices.• Paddling competition

comes in an almost-unbelievable range of boats and venues.• Canoes and kayaks were called

“the people’s yacht” for good reason—they are the ideal way of taking a family on the water.•

You can (and should) modify your canoe or kayak to mesh with your hobbies and

interests.Chapter 2What’s the Best Boat for Me?In This Chapter• Matching your boat to your

dreams• White water versus touring• Paddling alone versus paddling in tandem• Storing your

canoe or kayak• Boating vocabularyWhat’s the best boat? There’s a simple answer—the one

you’re paddling right now. Like most simple answers, it contains both a grain of truth and a bit



of a fib. If you’re paddling and enjoying it, that’s good. It is also possible, by looking at the

options available to you, that there is a boat that can afford you more paddling pleasure, and

quite possibly you’re not in it.What Kind of Paddling Do You Dream Of?Land the boat you’re

paddling, for a moment, and come sit on the beach and daydream. Just what has attracted you

to paddling? Do you want to play in a foaming rapid, spinning about and dancing on the waves

and currents? That can lift your adrenaline level, big time, in a sport that’s both technically

demanding and superbly fun.Do you have visions of trekking through the wilderness for days,

for weeks, on end? Would your perfect day involve picking your way carefully through a maze

of small channels—even carrying your boat over a small rise of land to find the next

watercourse? Do you long for the lift of a wave and the sight of whale flukes rising against the

setting sun? Do you see yourself as a member of a closely knit team functioning with

machinelike precision as you drive a boat at maximum speed against equally matched

competitors?The Old Paddler SaysExpand the range of your dreams by linking up with the

paddling clubs in your area. You may discover that you enjoy a type of paddling you never

contemplated. Equally, you may discover that a type of paddling you dreamed about has little

attraction for you.In the WakeTouring boats, both canoes and kayaks, are designed to paddle

and glide in a straight line, requiring few course-correcting strokes. White-water boats are

designed to be nimble, turning on a dime and handing you back change.These aren’t rhetorical

questions. The greatest featherlight flatwater sprint racing canoe, as you’ve likely seen in the

Olympics, is a pig when it comes to camping along a winding stream. A touring kayak may get

wedged sideways in a narrow whitewater steep creek, and the best of paddlers will labor, vainly

attempting to keep a whitewater canoe moving in a straight line across a windy bay.So what’s a

paddler to do? On Apollo’s Temple, at Delphi, “Know thyself” is inscribed in the white marble.

Thomas Carlyle, a couple of thousand years later, wrote: “The folly of that impossible precept

‘Know Thyself’ till it be translated into this partially possible one, ‘Know what thou canst work

at’.”They’re both saying the same thing. Find the kind of paddling you want to do, and, from

that, select the tools—the type of boat and paddle—that are most efficient under the conditions

you’re most likely to encounter.There’s a problem with those wise words. Your words. As you

say, “But I want to do it all: I want to cruise and tour; I want to paddle white water (maybe not

really huge whitewater) and little streams; I want to camp in the wilderness and explore big

lakes and the ocean.”For the Person Who Wants to Do It AllHow can you be expected to

discover your paddling forte when you’ve only just been bitten by the paddling bug?

Fortunately, it’s easy.An open canoe.The ideal paddling boat exists. From bow to stern it

measures 16 feet long, and at its widest point it’s 33 inches broad. At its middle, its sides rise

between 11 and 13 inches from the water to the upper edge, and the sharp point atop the

pointed front and back are perhaps 4 inches higher than that. The bottom is very slightly vee’d

—meaning the left and right sides of the bottom meet in the middle and form a very broad vee

shape. The sides slant outward from the waterline to the upper edge of the hull just a bit, with

the outward flare accentuated a bit at the front and back. There are two seats. A generation or

so ago, it probably would have been made of aluminum, a century ago of thin wood planks

covered with painted canvas, but today is most likely a plastic called Royalex or one of its

derivatives.It has a name. It’s a general recreational canoe, and it has looked pretty much the

same for 150 years. You can poke around little streams in it all day—enjoying the paddling,

watching wildlife, fishing, or playing a ukulele. Add a few accessories and it safely handles

some fairly turbulent white water. It will carry two paddlers and all their gear for two weeks in

the wilderness. With care, you can explore the edges of big lakes and oceans. You can

compete against similar boats over measured flatwater distances, or attempt to beat the clock



while twisting and turning down a slalom course on a river. You can sail it, or you can stand up

and push it along with a pole.It’s a ball to paddle with two people, and that’s one of its

strengths. One paddler can be as strong as an ox, and the other far less physical, and yet they

can paddle together without one being left far behind in the wake. A solo paddler finds it

responsive, light on the water, and easy to push on for the entire day.It is a truly phenomenal

boat, this recreational canoe.The Old Paddler SaysThe seats in a recreational canoe are

usually a flat bench. The canoe may be paddled in either direction, with a paddler simply

turning around on the bench seat. Competition cruiser or marathon canoes have molded seats

that look like old-fashioned tractor seats, and the paddler may only face forward.The

Drawbacks of a General-Purpose BoatOur general purpose canoe has a drawback. Because it

is called upon to do so many different things, it is not specialized enough to any one thing

extraordinarily well. You may follow your nose into big white-water paddling, and partway up the

ladder of rapid difficulty you’ll push beyond the capabilities of the recreational canoe. You might

plunge into a month-long exploration of the wilderness, and the recreational canoe won’t carry

the gear and supplies you’ll need for such a long trip. You might fall deeply in love with the

breath and long inhalations of the sea, and that can lead you into waters unsuitable for this

generalized canoe.Rocks and ShoalsToday’s canoes and kayaks are amazingly well designed,

and that’s a problem. The boats handle so well that a less-than-cautious paddler can

imperceptibly edge into waters over his or her head.Canoe or Kayak: What Suits You?

Choosing between a canoe and a kayak isn’t easy. It’s possible, if you just divide it on

functional lines, but unfortunately you’ll collide with aesthetics, preconceptions, and a tad bit of

physics.You first must decide where you like to paddle. If you paddle on a network of small

streams and lakes, linked by trails or portages over which you’ll have to carry your boat, you’ll

probably prefer a lightweight open canoe. You can flip a canoe over and carry it on your

shoulders, which is far easier than attempting to manhandle the slick shape of a decked—a

solid cover over the open space of the hull—kayak. It’s also easier to load and unload, no small

matter when you’ve beached at one end of a tough portage and camp is planned at the other

end of the trail.If you want to venture out onto the big swells and long distances of big-water

touring, you’re going to tilt toward a touring kayak. There are long, sleek touring canoes but

you’ll find a much narrower choice of craft available to you. Generally speaking (and we’re

hiding under a lightning rod as we write this, lest we be struck), most beginning paddlers will

find a touring kayak a more efficient and easier boat to paddle than a decked touring canoe. A

double-bladed paddle enables you to use more energy in forward-paddling and less in

corrective strokes than its single-bladed cousin. Newcomers to the sport may well find that the

higher center of gravity in a canoe feels less stable and thus less comfortable than the low seat

of a kayak. This impression changes with experience.A solo-touring kayak.In all fairness, we

must point out that a canoe’s single-bladed paddle drips less water on your hands and douses

you with less spray than does a kayak’s double-bladed paddle.A white-water-river kayak.In

white water, solo kayaks probably outnumber decked solo canoes by 20 or more to 1. They are

more popular because they are easier to learn to paddle (the balance of a double blade versus

the off-center stroke in a decked solo canoe). Because so many more kayaks are

manufactured than solo decked canoes, in actual numbers as well as in the variety of models,

the price of individual kayaks may be a bit less.Decked tandem canoes, on the other hand, are

a bit easier to paddle than decked tandem white-water kayaks. Canoeists have developed a

wider range of paddle strokes and techniques than their double-bladed tandem kayaking

friends, crossing over from the versatility and performance of open canoes. Again, white-water

K-2s (K for kayak, 2 for the number of paddlers) are relatively rare and will command a higher



price tag because of that.Paddlin’ TalkWhite water literally means water that is white and

foaming as it cascades through a rapid. Often it is used to describe turbulent and frothy

water.Paddlin’ TalkA tandem is a canoe or kayak paddled by two people. Also called a

“double.”The letter C- indicates the paddler capacity of a canoe, most often a decked canoe,

followed by 1 for a single paddler, 2 for a tandem, etc.The letter K- indicates the paddler

capacity of a kayak, most often a decked kayak, followed by 1 for a single paddler, 2 for a

tandem, and so on.Open white-water canoes are a different breed of cat. They are stuffed with

so many inflated air bags that they might as well be decked. They are a superb rough-water

craft, and for the paddler evolving into a whitewater specialist they are an exhilarating choice.

Like decked white-water canoes, they come in solo and tandem models.Our standby

recreational canoe is quite willing to go both ways. With two paddlers aboard, the stern paddler

sits on a seat tucked way in the back of the boat, and the bow paddler sits on a seat well back

from the bow to leave room for long legs. This keeps the canoe level. When used as a solo

boat, the lone paddler plops down on what would have been the front seat, but faces the other

end of the boat and, in effect, paddles stern (back) first. By sitting on the back edge of the

“front” seat, the paddler’s weight is near the center of the canoe and the boat is

balanced.Flatwater Touring or White-Water Play?River paddling is reflexive. The paddler

responds instantly to changes in the river flow and the obstacles that create those changes.

Everything takes place in the flow of the immediate now.An inflatable white-water

kayak.Touring is contemplative. The paddler reasons out a step-by-step plan for the next few

strokes, for the next few minutes, for the next few hours, and then follows the plan.An inflatable

touring kayak.Although these descriptions are generalizations, they do illustrate the differences

in approach between the two ends of the paddling spectrum.It is also true to say that river

paddling, canoe or kayak, calls for high-energy bursts of activity, followed by periods of

relaxation. That burst of activity may extend over a l-o-n-g rapid or a closely linked set of

several white-water sections, so we’re not talking about mere seconds. In almost all cases,

though, the paddler has the option of slipping into an eddy for a breather, or even landing on a

convenient shore to mop out a boat and grab a bite to eat.The touring paddler is tuned to a

long-haul, efficient paddling style that puts miles in his wake at a relatively constant speed. A

saltwater touring paddler will chart out the ebb and flow of the tides, the predicted speed of

currents through the entire tidal cycle, and the expected duration and strength of wind and

waves in planning a course for a day. His or her chart will be strapped to the foredeck in a

waterproof case, and or he or she will mark off distances and times on the outside of the

plastic as he or she compares predicted times and his or her course. The wilderness tripper

pushing down placid rivers and across remote lakes will do the same.Both paddling disciplines

call upon the same paddling techniques and skills, but put a little different emphasis on how

those skills are used. The touring paddler concentrates on going ahead smoothly and

efficiently with a constant speed. The white-water paddler emphasizes quick maneuverability

and turning, with rapid changes in speed.One of the great pleasures in paddlesports is that you

don’t have to choose one kind of paddling to the exclusion of the other. You can enjoy a hard

workout in white-water froth one weekend, and leave for a week-long paddling camping trip the

next. You’ll find that you’ll choose different boats for the two styles of trip, and somewhat

different paddles. The strokes will be remarkably the same.Paddle Solo or with a

PartnerChoosing between canoe or kayak for a solo paddler versus a tandem designed for a

pair of paddlers is about as easy as learning to tickle a porcupine behind the ears. It can be

done, but it’s definitely a prickly situation.If you’re truly misanthropic, the problem doesn’t exist.

Most of us are more social creatures, enjoying the company of our friends on the water and on



the beach. We’re also concerned with safety, and we’ve learned that companions create a

safety net when we miscalculate as well as a standard against which we learn and grow.If

you’re a solitary person by nature, a solo boat—canoe or kayak—may well be the best choice

for you. You won’t have to scramble for a paddling partner to fill the other end of your double

when a friend calls with an invitation for a trip the next morning. You can play a rapid as hard as

you want, or you can leisurely drift down the current without any conflict of desires with the

other person in your boat.Paddlin’ TalkGunkhole is the act of exploring the little out-of-the-way

places along your route.The Old Paddler SaysWe always like to have at least one double

canoe or kayak on our own trips. The advantage of having a seat for an ill or exhausted paddler

is tremendous.You can sprint across a bay, outracing your friends if you desire (and can!), or

you can poke and gunkhole in little bays and openings to your heart’s content. On a multi-day

camping trip you can be packed and on the water at the crack of dawn, or at the crack of noon.

You won’t feel held back by a partner sleeping in, nor hurried by a partner with all his or her

gear packed in the boat well before you finish brushing your teeth.A solo boat is all about doing

your own thing. Sure, you work within the group’s dynamics and rules, but you are the master

and commander of your own vessel.A double touring kayak.A double canoe or kayak is all

about teamwork. You paddle together in a locked rhythm, you maneuver with coordinated shifts

of your balance, you agree (wordlessly or not) on goals, pace, and distance. Some would call it

compromise, but a good doubles team goes beyond that to a union of shared objectives. A

skilled doubles team also divides its functions. On a river, for example, the person in the front

of the boat has a much better view of the water, the currents, and the obstacles, and because

of that, decides where the boat should head and when. The paddler in the stern applies power,

aligns the boat, with the bow paddler’s heading, and applies bracing strokes—keeping the boat

balanced and upright—at the bow’s lead. That doesn’t mean the bow is more important than

the stern. It merely reinforces the reality of who can do what most effectively. You don’t have to

assume tasks in the most logical manner. For that matter, you don’t have to agree with gravity,

but that’s more your problem than the earth’s.The bow paddler in a kayak, touring or river,

normally sets the paddling cadence. The stern paddler can watch the action and go along with

it, while the bow paddler can’t see what’s happening in the back. The stern paddler in a touring

kayak normally operates the rudder pedals and sets the direction.The double boat, canoe or

kayak, gives each paddler a tremendous freedom to follow an individual passion. If one paddler

wants to frame a great photo, that person can concentrate on the camera and let the other

balance and align the boat. If one paddler is reeling in a fish, the other controls the relative

position of the boat during the battle. If one paddler wants to bury his or her face in a map and

determine their position, the other maintains course, speed, and control. These, and a lot of

other activities you can well imagine, are darned difficult in a solo boat.The double has another,

impossible-to-quantify but easy-to-identify virtue: You can immediately share any

experience.Paddlin’ TalkThe bow paddler is the front paddler in a canoe or kayak with more

than one paddler. The stern paddler is the rear paddler in a canoe or kayak with more than one

paddler.In the WakeA solo kayak, river or touring, is quite easy to flip right side up if

accidentally capsized. That’s an Eskimo Roll, and it’s a combination of bracing your paddle and

shifting your weight and balance. It is also easy to Eskimo Roll an open solo canoe, especially

if you’ve filled the boat with flotation bags. It is far more difficult (but still possible) to roll a

double kayak or canoe upright.A double touring kayak is faster than a solo touring kayak.

That’s partially because of length, because a longer boat is faster than a shorter one. The

double also has twice the horsepower of the solo, with only a small increase in frontal area,

which is one of the main factors in how difficult it is to push a boat through the water.Speed is a



tricky concept. You can go more quickly and cover a greater distance with a more efficient,

faster boat. More important, you can paddle for a shorter distance and at a slower speed but in

doing so use far less paddling effort. One boat can cover, for example, 12 miles at near its

maximum potential speed and the paddler(s) will be tired. A boat with a potentially higher

speed may cover that same 12 miles in exactly the same time, but the paddler(s) will arrive

fresh and filled with energy.A solo marathon canoe.The Old Paddler SaysYou can cram the

contents of about three big rucksacks under the decks of a typical solo touring kayak. Before

you start loading the kitchen sink to top off your load, remember that you’ll have to move all of

it through the water as well as from the beach to the campsite every day. Less really is more,

when the less is gear and the more is fun.Two single touring kayaks can carry more gear and

supplies than one double touring kayak. As a rule of thumb, the double can carry about one

and a half times the weight that a solo kayak can carry. Looking at it the other way around, the

double can pack about three quarters of the amount carried by two single kayaks.This

becomes a performance issue. If you load up a canoe or kayak to the very edge of its carrying

capacity, it will tend to wallow sluggishly along and require a lot of paddling effort. If you give

yourself a comfortable margin between what you are carrying and what you could cram in, the

boat will feel lively and will glide for great distances with an easy stroke. That’s why two lightly

loaded single kayaks will paddle more easily than one very heavily loaded double—even

though the actual weight carried by the two is the same as that in the double.Rocks and

ShoalsThree canoes or kayaks are the minimum needed for a group’s safety. That provides the

muscle and hands for a rescue in the event of an upset. One boat may stay with a rescued

paddler on the beach if necessary while the other races for assistance. If the rescued paddler

doesn’t need assistance but is unable to continue because of damaged equipment, the other

two boats may support each other on their way for further assistance. Five boats—the

damaged boat, a partner staying on the beach with the damaged craft, and three going for aid

—make a better-balanced party.Two single boats provide a slim but slightly larger safety net

compared to one double. In the event of trouble, one boat can rescue the other, can tow a boat

or a swimmer to shore, or once having brought the swimmer to shore, can go for more help or

assistance.A double provides a slim but slightly larger safety net compared to two solo boats?

Does that sound contradictory? Imagine a situation with an ill, injured, or exhausted paddler. In

a double, that paddler becomes a passenger, and the other paddler becomes the power

moving the boat to shelter. With two singles, the option is for one to tow the other. That’s

difficult at best, and leaves the paddler being towed still having to cope with balance and

steering.Where Can I Store It?If you have a very large, very empty garage, you can

accumulate as many kinds and sizes of canoes and kayaks as you wish. Few of us have that

luxury.If you can store your boats under cover, they will be better off. They will stay cleaner,

they’ll be less likely to become habitat for little crawly things, and they will be protected from the

damaging rays of the sun. You can get sunburned, and so can fiberglass, plastic, wood, and

most other fabrics.Store your canoe(s) upside down, supported on two horizontal braces

spanning the gunwales—the upper edges of the hull—a quarter to a third of the way toward the

middle from the bow and the stern.Touring kayaks do best stored right side up, resting on

cradles, padded supports, or broad slings. Deflate flotation bags, empty all the removable gear,

and snap a plastic dust cover over the coaming to keep debris from filtering in through your

cockpit.White-water decked boats, like touring kayaks, are happier right side up on cradles or

padded supports conforming to the hull cross section. You can also stack them on edge, tied

down to prevent them from tumbling down.Rocks and ShoalsDirt and direct sunlight are the

major enemies of most canoes and kayaks. Keep them clean and covered for a long and



trouble-free life.Frame and fabric skin take-apart boats should be disassembled and have all

the sand and grit cleaned out from the skin. Clean (and perhaps varnish) the frames and

stringers—the long pieces from the bow to stern around the frames, clean and wax any metal

parts, and lay the skin out as flat as possible. In most cases, the frames and stringers will fit in

a closet, while the skins can be laid out over storage cupboards in your garage and covered to

keep off dust and dirt.An inflatable canoe.Inflatable canoes and kayaks do great with just a little

care. Rinse your boat thoroughly with clean water and lean it up on edge to dry. Once

completely dry, wipe off any residual dirt. Remove any wet ropes. Semi-deflate the boat (or

semi-inflate it, depending on your viewpoint) so that it has just enough air to maintain its shape.

A partially inflated boat is less likely to suffer fabric stresses or delamination. Belaboring the

obvious, keep it away from direct sunlight, excess heat, or sharp objects.Making Your Way

Around a BoatBy now you’ve probably figured out that canoes and kayaks come with their own

vocabulary. If you catch on to a few simple terms you’ll find these boats—and this book—a lot

easier to understand. Length refers to the distance from the very front of the bow (the front of

the boat) to the very back of the stern (the back part of the boat). Beam is the measurement

from side to side across the widest part of the boat. Depth measures the vertical height from

the floor (that’s the inside bottom of the hull) to the deck if it is a covered boat or to the

gunwales (the uppermost edge of the side of the boat) if it is an open boat. Freeboard

measures the distance from the waterline (where the water comes to when the boat is floating

and with a normal weight inside) to the lowest portion of the gunwale.Other terms you’ll run

across in this book are …• aft. The stern, or rear part of a canoe or kayak.• amidships. The

middle part of the canoe or kayak.• bow. The front or leading edge of a canoe or kayak.• chine.

The juncture of the side and bottom of a canoe or kayak.• cockpit. A hole through the deck, in

which a paddler sits or kneels.• deck. A surface extending from one gunwale to the other of a

canoe or kayak, enclosing part of the interior of the boat.• fore. The front part of a canoe or

kayak.• gunwale. The top edge of the sides of a canoe; the top edge of the hull sides where the

hull and deck join in a decked boat.• hull. The body of a canoe or kayak, including the bottom

and the two sides as well as the front and back where the sides meet.• keel. The bottom of a

canoe or kayak, where the left and right sides meet.• rocker. The curve of the bottom of a

canoe or kayak from bow to stern, as seen from the side.• stem. The sharp edge at the front of

a canoe or kayak, that first cuts into the water.• stern. The very back of a canoe or kayak.•

thwart. The seat in a canoe, or the crosspiece extending from gunwale to gunwale in a canoe

against which a kneeling paddler braces his weight.The Least You Need to Know• All-purpose

boats are available, but more specialized river and touring boats offer more paddling pleasure.•

Solo versus tandem: Each type of boat has advantages.• White water or touring: You can

match your boat to your paddling personality.• Boats can sunburn, too—store them under

cover.Chapter 3Just What Makes a Canoe?In This Chapter• The many kinds of canoes• How

shape determines function• How the parts work together• Choosing the right canoe for youWe

each hold the vision of a perfect canoe in our minds, carving a line across a remote lake,

dancing in foaming rapids, or nudging across a tiny current on a placid stream. We know the

graceful curves, the arc of the bow, and the gentle burble of water in its wake. We’ve seen it in

the movies, read about it in histories and adventure stories, and admired it in paintings. It is

even engraved on the back of one of the new U.S. quarters.Most of the cities in the United

States and Canada were founded along the canoe routes. Inhabitants of this continent have

splashed along in summer camps and in the Scouts with them, played ukuleles and courted in

them, and raced in the Olympics and between islands over the wave-swept oceans in them.

Canoes are the foundation of our North American heritage.The canoe’s distinctive shape



defines what it is and what it does. If we look at the parts that make up the whole of these

graceful boats, we can discover how and why they perform the way they do. Over the years,

designers have juggled the parts to create boats for a variety of conditions and paddling

styles.A canoe is a boat in which you can sit, kneel, or stand facing forward, propelling yourself

with a single-bladed paddle or pole. It may accommodate one or many paddlers. It may be

open or covered with a deck. That’s a rather open-ended definition, but it is necessary because

canoeing is a very wide-ranging activity.Many Shapes of CanoeingTo understand just how a

canoe works, first we ought to divide the entire family of canoe shapes into five related but

distinct categories. Really, there’s a continuous spectrum of canoe shapes, and, like colors in a

rainbow, they blend seamlessly from one into the next. Also like colors, most of us can easily

differentiate between the different categories of canoes. Let’s look at each in turn.The

Recreational CanoeIn the middle floats the recreational or casual recreation canoe, a canoe

that easily spans the middle of the casual calm water voyage and the mild river trip. If the lake

or bay you’re crossing is protected and the weather is fine, you’ll be safe and comfortable. If the

river is placid with no more than a few small waves and an occasional splash (with no need for

quick maneuvers) you’ll enjoy the ride.The recreational canoe tends to be pretty stable and

somewhat maneuverable, but it does not track (glide in a straight line) as well as canoes aimed

at more efficient flatwater paddling. They tend to be owner-friendly craft, normally constructed

of fairly durable materials requiring a minimum of maintenance. As such, recreational canoes

are good starter boats. They’ll carry two adults plus a child on a day trip, or can pack the gear

needed for a weekend camping trip without bogging down. A solo paddler can sit on the front

seat facing the stern and maneuver the boat on his or her own. Because of their stability,

they’re a good platform for fishing, bird-watching, or photography.The casual recreation canoe

can be used to paddle rivers, lakes, as well as protected salt water. It is the jack-of-all-trades,

without the specialization to completely master any.A typical recreational canoe is about 16

feet long, 33 to 34 inches wide across the beam, 14 inches deep (measured from the gunwale

to the floor, vertically, at the centerline amidships), and 21 inches deep at the bow and stern. It

has a shallow vee-shape bottom, a slight bit of what’s called a rocker, meaning that if you look

at the canoe from the side, you’d see that the keel (bottom edge) is slightly arched (kind of like

a rocker from an old wooden rocking chair) rather than being absolutely straight. It also has a

relatively sharp bow and stern. It weighs about 70 pounds, which means that one person can

pack it over a portage, but you wouldn’t want to fight through brush and bugs for any great

distance.It is equipped with two bench-type seats, usually made of molded plastic, along with a

center thwart. A very limited amount of flotation, such as foam or an air-tight space, may be

placed in the bow and stern, to aid in keeping a canoe afloat if filled with water.Most of these

types of boats are made of Royalex (a sandwich of different kinds of plastic) or one of its

cousins, but they are also available in fiberglass, thermo-molded plastic, aluminum, and, up at

the pricier end of the scale, wood strips covered with epoxy or thin wood planking over steam-

bent ribs, covered by canvas (for more on canoe materials, see Chapter 5).Recreational

canoes are maneuverable enough to run relatively easy rivers. Wind won’t spin them around,

and they tend to go in a straight line once you get them moving.Paddlin’ TalkPortage is carrying

a canoe or kayak, or gear, from one paddleable water to another, around an obstruction. The

term “portage” also refers to the path used to carry the canoe.The Tripper or Touring

CanoeThe tripper is the “let’s head for the back country” canoe. They are a bigger, beamier,

beefier version of the traditional canoe. Some people call them touring canoes.They have a

greater carrying capacity than recreational canoes, usually are a little fuller in the bow and

stern for additional buoyancy (and the ability to ride over a wave), and glide farther and



straighter with equal paddle strokes. Touring boats are also longer—17 feet is not out of line,

and 18 ½ feet is a good size. Instead of flared sides, the sides are actually narrower at the

gunwale than at the waterline—this is called a tumblehome design, and you’ll learn more about

it later in this chapter. While it might trim away some of the stability when you aggressively lean

the tripper, the tumblehome allows for a more efficient paddling stroke because you’re less

likely to bang your lower hand or paddle shaft on the gunwale during the stroke, and you can

sit or kneel in a more comfortable, relaxed, and centered position.Trippers are usually made

out of a fabric-and-resin composite, with the very light and very strong Kevlar being the fabric

of choice in the mix. Trippers should be as strong, durable, and light as possible and the hull

materials (Chapter 5 discusses the different materials) take these needs into consideration.The

Old Paddler SaysWhen a canoe is still relatively wide close to the bow and the stern, and the

sides are both high and flared out, it is referred to as having full ends. Full ends make it

possible for a canoe to easily ride up on a wave while keeping the paddler(s) dry. Canoes with

fine ends are narrow close to the bow and stern and their sides are verical. Water is more likely

to splash aboard a canoe with fine ends. Canoes with full ends are normally a bit slower to

paddle. Canoes with fine ends cannot carry as much weight as their full-ended cousins.White-

Water PlayboatsWhite-water playboats are short, often no more than 7 to 9 feet for a solo

canoe, and in profile they look like someone braced the bow and stern on sawhorses and

jumped up and down in the middle of it until it resembled a banana. These boats are designed

to turn very quickly and to respond instantaneously to the slightest paddle command or change

in current. They also accelerate incredibly well. On the other hand, such playboats have no

inclination to go in a straight line, a breeze will make them spin, and their carrying capacity is

essentially limited to the paddler(s), some flotation devices, and about two energy bars. With a

boat like this, you can play all day at one rapid, at one hole.Most are made from one or another

kind of molded plastic and are designed to suffer the knocks and dings of white-water play.The

Competition CruiserThe opposite of the white-water boat is the cruiser, or marathon, canoe—

elongated, sharp, narrow, efficient, and fast. Its keel is straight as a ruler’s edge, its bow and

stern are sharp, in order to cut through the water with little fuss, and it will glide a great

distance in a straight line with a single stroke. Everything is sacrificed to speed: They resist

turning, they are tippy, their carrying capacity is severely limited, and their very narrow bow and

stern mean that they won’t rise over a series of waves.Seen from above, a cruiser canoe is

shaped like an elongated diamond, 34 inches wide at the widest part of the waterline and a

couple of inches narrower at the gunwales. The bow and stern thin out rapidly, until, at the

thwarts, they are only as wide as the paddler. Many have molded seats that look strangely like

old tractor seats, which can be adjusted forward and backward to balance the boat.The

competition cruiser is stripped of all inessentials in the quest for maximum speed over many

miles of river and flatwater. The hull is shaped like an elongated diamond, with its bow shaved

to a sharp edge to slash effortlessly through the water.In the WakeBalancing a canoe involves

adjusting the weight in the bow and the stern so that the boat floats as nearly as possible on its

designed water line. Moving the bow paddler ahead (fore) or back (aft) works just like moving

the weight on a balance-beam scale in a doctor’s office. Moving the stern paddler ahead or

back, sometimes only fractions of an inch, does the same.Most cruisers are built to rigorous

competition-class standards and offer superb racing possibilities. A competitive 18 ½-foot

double (two paddlers) may weigh in the very low 30-pound range. These are occasionally

made with fiberglass cloth, but more often are made with Kevlar or carbon-fiber fabric to

reduce weight. (See Chapter 5 for more information about hull materials).Cruiser canoe races

typically cover 15 to 25 miles, a three- to five-hour course, but ultra-marathon events cover



hundreds of miles of waterway.
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James Gnitecki, “BEST book for covering all the info I needed. I read a number of canoeing

books in my process of getting back into canoeing after decades of absence, and THIS is the

book that best covered all the required information I needed. Nicely done!”

K. Schermerhorn, “Just what we wanted. We had already purchased a kayak,are novices, and

wanted to learn a few basics without going through classes, since we were going on lakes, not

white water. The book is packed with all kinds of interesting tips, terms, and knowledge. I

looked over many books and decided on this one. Glad I did, it was just what I wanted.”

A. Harrell, “Good for learning beginning skills. Good basic book for the beginner learning about

kayaking/canoeing. Filled with many good tips for picking a boat, paddle, and good ideas

about what to buy to outfit boat and yourself. Good safety tips too. Since I've never done any

kind of boating, this was a worthwhile purchase for me.”

June, “Great information. Great information and everything you need to know all in one book”

Judith, “Arrived in perfect condition. For a used book, it is like brand new! The content was

dated - 2004 - not that canoes and kayaks have changed much over time. But the pictures

were a bit weird - photos would have been better.”

valerie huffman, “very well written with humor .... this book is great... I bought it for the kayak

portion dominantly but the entire book is worthwhile. I like the way the book is layed out so that

you can skip around to what you need to know easily and without missing anything...”

JP, “Great book. If you are new to this like I am, get this book. It is full of very usefull data and

some things you think you know....well, it helps you to know the RIGHT things.”

Mr T. Brightman, “Good learning book. Easy idiot guide with plenty of great advice.”

dcduck, “Four Stars. was very good for me as a novice kayaker 8/10”

The book by Veronica Roth has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 56 people have provided feedback.
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